YOUR FOREST IN ACTION - GRADES 4 - 6

ACTIVITIES
Pre-trip

Field Trip

Post-trip

 What I Want Is...

 Assessing Human

 People In or Out!

Impact
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LESSON PLAN
OBJECTIVES
Students will be able to

 identify multiple uses
in the BLFLs

 understand that there
are resource use
conflicts

 explore solutions and
compromises

SKILLS &
APPLICATIONS
analyzing
cooperating
debating
exploring
observing
problem solving

VOCABULARY

BACKGROUND
Integrated resource management is defined as managing
a resource, in this case, the Beaver Lodge Forest Lands
(BLFLs), with all things considered - including water, fish,
wildlife, recreation, wilderness, tourism, heritage, energy
and minerals, timber and forage values. This is a multiple
use concept where there are many "users" of a resource.
Within the BLFLs there is evidence of all the above
considerations except for energy and minerals. It is
management of these obvious features that students will
look for in their field trip.
When humans use a natural setting, they will cause
change. The Ministry of Forests, Lands & Natural
Resource Operations manages the BLFLs to minimize
human impact. The best examples of human impact
(change) are on the edges of the BLFLs. This is where
housing, sewers, water lines, power poles, cars and
concrete change into a forest.
There are
•

ditches and culverts to divert water.

•

settling ponds to clean up dirty water.

•

plants purposely put in (hydroseeded) to stop
soil erosion.

•

informative signs to guide the public safely and
to ensure stewardship of the BLFLs.

Within the forest, there are bridges and well-defined
trails. All of this takes money. The upkeep of the BLFLs
has and is being paid for by the people of BC. The BLFLs
is your forest. Stewardship, responsible care of a
resource, is a goal for all users of this forest.

impact
Integrated Resource
Management (IRM)
multi-use
natural resource
stewardship
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ACTIVITY 1 - What I Want Is...
PROCEDURE
1.

2.

Distribute Attachment 1 and read their assignment:
"There was a Beaver Lodge Forest Lands meeting
called asking for input from any concerned citizens
and government agencies. This is who showed up.
The secretary wasn't very attentive and mixed up who
said what. Match each group to the correct want."

MATERIALS
Each Student:
BLFLs Multiple Use
(Attachment #1).

When done, check answers.

FOLLOW-UP
1.

Discuss multiple use of the BLFLs. Have students
think of other users not mentioned (artists, mushroom
pickers).

2.

Discuss all of the varied concerns and look for
conflicts (i.e. horses crossing streams and fishermen
wanting no crossings, the City wanting land for
housing and the Nature Society wanting land for
nature, walking club wanting no bikes or horses on the
trails).

3.

Students will explore
conflicts of multiple use.

SETTING
classroom

DURATION
30 - 45 minutes

How could a BLFLs manager satisfy all of these
wants? (designate high, low and no use areas, have
certain uses only for trails, post signs to educate
public and make them aware of the rules, build and
maintain trails carefully, allow off trail use only for
research and education, build bridges over streams,
say no to some groups like the City wanting land for
housing and the nature society wanting no people
use). Have students explore compromises.

EXTENSION
If a deer could talk, what might it want? (i.e. lots of
small trees to eat, not being chased by dogs).
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ACTIVITY 2: Assessing Human Impact
TEACHER NOTE
The forest edges have the most features. Remember
that the urban areas used to be forested.

Students look for
impacts (changes) to the
BLFLs.

PROCEDURE
1.

2.

3.

Students are divided into groups of three or four.
Pass out their assignment (Attachment 2). Their
task is: "The Nature is for Nature Society wants
no people allowed in the BLFLs. They feel that
humans have been, and are, destroying this
forest. They have threatened to put up a blockade
at every trail entrance. You are newspaper
reporters who are investigating their claims. It is
your task to note all of the impacts that you see
and to determine their purpose."
At the trailhead, discuss the information sign's
description of history and point out how housing
and logging has changed this forest. Lead into
discussing multiple use and IRM management of
this forest (ie. managing for all values).
Go for a walk looking for any changes made by
humans. Discuss why a feature is there and its
purpose (e.g. big boulders under the large bridges
for erosion control, bridges to keep people and
their pets out of fish habitat, culverts to divert
water and keep trails dry, boulders or cement
blocks in the middle of trails to keep out vehicles).
Have students note purposeless items too like
garbage and vandalism.

MATERIALS
Each group:
•

writing implements

•

clipboard

•

Human Impacts in the
BLFLs (Attachment #2)

SETTING
BLFLs, any main trail with
an information sign at the
start

DURATION
1 1/2 hours -field

FOLLOW-UP
1.

How do the features you found fit into these
integrated resource management categories?
(bridges for fish, ditches and culverts for
controlling water, designated trails for people's
recreation while the forest remains intact
wilderness for wildlife, informative signs about
history, logging areas that have been reseeded or
planted, forage is food for wildlife and the variety
of plant life within the BLFLs supplies that).
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2.

How can nature destroy this forest? (fire, wind)

3.

What evidence did you see of negative human impact? (bluntly cut forest's
edge for housing can cause a situation for the wind to easily blow trees
down, mucked up trails, tire tracks going off on a wildlife trail, garbage on
trails and in streams, vandalized signs).

EXTENSION
1.

Students individually write a newspaper article about their findings by
answering the question: "Are humans caring for, or destroying, this forest?"

2.

Students can take cameras out in the field and photograph features and
users for a hallway display titled "Multiple-Uses of the BLFLs".

3.

Make a class pledge for caring for your forests (stewardship). Display
pledge.
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ACTIVITY 3: People In or Out!
TEACHER NOTE
Use another class as judges and hold simultaneous
debates.

Students debate
whether humans should
be allowed to use the
BLFLs.

PROCEDURE
MATERIALS
1.

2.

There are many people that agree and disagree
with the "Nature is for Nature" Society. Divide
class into four groups. Designate two groups for
human use in the BLFLs and two groups against.
In their groups, students have 15 minutes to
prepare their arguments. Each student on the
panel should have a point to make.

3.

Send  one  “for”  and  one  “against”  group  to  other  
classroom. Half of other class come to your class
as judges. Each classroom debates the issue and
lists important points from each side.

4.

Judges confer and vote on which side wins.

5.

In each classroom, groups switch sides and
debate again (switch for and against teams).

•
•

field notes
writing implements

SETTING
classroom

Duration:
1 Hour

FOLLOW-UP
1.

Are the judges biased?

2.

Can you really keep people out of the BLFLs?

3.

Can this issue be solved so that both sides are
happy?

4.

Clarify that the BLFLs is their forest. How can
they take care (stewardship) of the BLFLs?
(educate public by posting signs, model
responsible stewardship to peers such as: staying
on trails, picking up litter, no cutting or marking
trees).
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EXTENSIONS
1.

In the past, people have thought of natural
resources as infinite. Nature was something to
conquer instead of something to live in harmony
with. Discuss how attitudes change over time and
how today's forest managers are trying to integrate
all concerns (IRM).

2.

Students cut out newspaper articles about conflicts
over resource use (e.g. sports fishermen want to
catch more fish, man caught poaching, bear hunters
stopped by environmentalists' roadblock). Discuss
problems and ways to solve them (e.g. enhance fish
stocks by putting money from fishing licences
towards supporting local hatcheries or for the case
of a land use issue: designate areas for specific
uses like farming and housing). Mount
and display under the heading,
"Managing the World's
Resources".

This Lesson Plan links well
with Economic Value and
Personal Values

ANSWER KEY FOR ATTACHMENT #1:
A-3, B-8, C-1, D-6, E-7, F-5, G-4, H-2
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ATTACHMENT #1. Beaver Lodge Forest Lands Multiple Use

Match it Game
Match the best want to each group:

Group
A) Fishermen's Association
B) City of Campbell River
C) Mountain Biking Club

In the Beaver Lodge Forest
Lands:
1) We want to make our own narrow,
trails with many jumps and turns
2) We do not want horses or mountain
bikes mucking up the trails

D) Horse Riding Group

3) We do not want anybody walking
through the streams or polluting the
water

E) Nature is for Nature Society

4) We want students to go off the trails
to study nature

F) A Timber Logging Company

5) We want to provide forestry jobs.
Let us log it.

G) School District #72

6) We want wide trails that go over
hills and through streams

H) Step it Up in Nature
Walking Club

7) We want forested land for nature.
No people allowed.
8) We want land to build houses.
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ATTACHMENT #2 - HUMAN IMPACTS IN THE BEAVER LODGE FOREST
LANDS
List the human made items and features that you found in this forest. Note if they help
manage for Wildlife, Fish, Water, Plants for Food and Shelter, Wilderness, Heritage,
Tourism, and Recreation.
IMPACT

WHAT PURPOSE DOES IT SERVE?

Information sign

Informs and educates people about history,
recreation, and safety.
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